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A routine for the reduction of the data from precession *-ray difiraction photographs
leads to a direct estimate of the reliability of the cell constants calculated from such
measurements. Calibration routines are also discussed.

1. INrnonucrros
The Buerger precessioncamera (Buerger, 1944) is a very useful instrument for the rapid determination of the cell dimensions and the space
group of a single crystal. Although back reflection and other techniques
may exceedthe precessioncamera in precision by one or two powers of
ten, the latter permits measurementswhich are quite accurate enough for
the catalogingof singlecrystal cell data (cf . Donnay and Nowacki' 1954)
and for the recognition of data previously cataloged. It is also accurate
enough to provide cell dimensions which are adequate for the conversion
of the results of most modern structure analysis into molecular dimensions.
The accuracy which can be attained by the use of this instrument has
been discussedby several authors (Evans et al., t949; Barnes, 1949;
Evans, 1949;Barnes el al., 1951).This paper is written to presenta routine for the reduction of the data from precessionphotographs which
indicates the precision attained in the measurement of a given photograph or set of photographs. We find that under ideal conditions, the precision attainable is higher than that suggestedby previous writers. Under
non-ideal conditions the method of reduction delivers a numerical estimate of the degreeof precision which has been achieved. The need for the
rediscussionof the accuracy of the camera becameapparent in the course
of a study of the cell dimensions of a group of alkali citrates (Love and
Patterson, 1960).
In a precessionphotograph taken oI a"zero layer reciprocal Iattice net
set accurately parallel to the flat film, the r-ray diffraction spots occur in
parallel rows and the net formed by these spots is an image of the reciprocal lattice net in question. The separation X (Fd* according to Buerger,
* This work has been supported in part by a grant (C1253) from the National Cancer
Institute, Public Health Service, and in part by an institutional grant from the American
Cancer Society.
** Present address:
Jenkins Laboratory of Biophysics, The Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore. Md.
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1944)of two parallel rows on the film is related to the reciprocal,4 of the
distancebetween the correspondingrows of the reciprocallattice by the
relationx
r F(

xs

(1)

in which tr is the wavelength of the radiation, P is the "magnification
factor," i.e., the crystal to film distance,X is the measureddistancebetween the rows, S is the distancebetween the two holes in the cassette
which are used to produce fiducial spots on the film. These are found to
have a separation S* when measuredat the time the quantity X is determined (seesection3), and permit the correctionfor shrinkageimplied by
the ratio S-/S in (1).
Three of the quantities in (1) i.e.,\, F, S can be eliminated from considerationprovided that the camerais calibratedby meansof a crystal of
known As.In this calibration we observerows of separationXo on a film
for which the measureddistancebetweenthe fiducial spotsis ,S-0.In such
a case.the quantity,4 is obtained from

,q: I! !z,q^
X

Smo

e)

provided that the same wavelength is used both for calibration and for
the measurement. If two different wavelengths are used, Is and tr respectively,the expression
,)'XoS-,
trs X S-o

A:---^n

(3)

must be used.
As is well known from statistical theory, the squared fractional standard deviation in,4, i.e., (oA/A)2 as calculatedfrom any of the formulae
(1)-(3) is simply the sum of the squaredfractional standard deviationsof
the quantities which enter into the particular formula. An analysisof the
expected contribution from each source of error is given in Table 1 and
the basisfor the estimate of the contribution of each is discussedin the
remarks in the table. The only measurementsreferred to in the table
which require further comment are the linear measurementson the film
and the way in which they are carried out. These depend on the least
count M6 of the measuringinstrument used for this purpose. A discussion
of the method we have usedfor the reduction of our data is given on page
328 and for the measurementof the shrinkage correction on page 329.
We comment on the method used for the combination of observations
* The quantity ,4 is either a translation
of the crystal lattice or is simply related to
such a translation. See section 6.
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from several films on pages330-331. We discussthe accuracy of angular
measurementsand consider the accuracy of the crystal cell dimensions
in terms of the accuracy of the reciprocal net dimensions measured on
the precessioncamera on page 331-332.
2. Rroucrrox

or BxpBnTMENTALD.q,r.q.
aNo rnB Ennon ru X,tmo Xo

In the measuring devicexused in the reduction of our data an engraved
line on a plastic plate in contact with the film is constrained to move
along,and is perpendicularto a scaleon which the position of the Iine can
be measured.With the film fixed in the measuring device and illuminated
from below, the engraved line is set along each row of spots on the film
and the coordinate r, of each row with respect to the scale is recorded.
The rows must, of course,be set accuratelyparallel to the engravedline
before the measurementsare made. In the instrument under discussion
the vernier first used was calibrated to 0.1 mm. (least count 0.05 mm.)
and was read to that accuracy.Columns 1-3 of Table 1 refer to the use of
this vernier. In later measurementsa vernier calibrated to 0.05 mm.
(least count 0.025 mm.) was used. Columns 4 and 5 of Table 1 indicate
the increasein accuracy resulting from the use of the more accurate.;device.
It is assumedthat any departure of the set of measuredvalues r,. from
a uniform spacing of period X is due to experimental error and a least
squares procedure is used to determine the best value of X and of the
coordinate { of one row to fit the measuredsequenceof values r". If an odd
number (2n*1) of rows** is measuredas will almost always be the case
on a zero layer photograph, it can easily be shown (cf . Whittaker and
Robinson, t924) that the best value of X is given by
y : [*,]/lrr)

@)

in which the bracket [ ] implies summation over all values of r from
-n to n. The correspondingvalues of the coordinate of the central row
{
is given by the averagevalue.
4: [r"]/(2n]- r)

(s)

The standard deviations in X and f are respectively given by
(oX\z - ^02/l(2n -

t)[rz]]

(6)

and
(o02 :

Lo'/(4n'z -

l)

(7)

* Supplied by Charles E.
Supper Co., Newton Centre, Mass.
*+ We have set up a similar discussion
for an even number of rows but we have had no
use for it and have not reoorted it here.
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in which the sum of the squaresof the residualsis given by

^'

- {r'*'t',/b"1t
-l[:]!T["1)]
=l:",]

It is useful to remember that
[,,,]: G/s)n(n* r)(zn I L),

(8)
(e)

and it is easy to calculate a table of the values of this quantity to be expected from the crystals under investigation in a given laboratory.
In practice it is perhaps worthwhile to change the origin of r, by subtracting the observed value of rs from the observed values of r, thus
minimizing the size of all the sums. In the usual zero layer measurements
the value of { has no direct meaning. It is, however, worthwhile to calcuIate ElrX for all Iines. Comparison with the original values for X, will indicate the presenceof a mistake in the calculation or in the original measurements.An exact knowledgeof { and its accuracywill, of course,be of
importance in estimating the shift between the rows in the zero layer and
thosein a higher layer in monoclinicor triclinic crystals.
If a crystal has been set by standard routines so that only single spots
are seen on the measured photographs, we believe that the quantity oX
derived from (6) will include in itself all the errors which may arise from
missetting, lack of centering, improper film positioning and kindred
sources.For this reasonwe have made no other allowancefor thesepossibilities in the present discussion.
It should.be emphasizedthat the present reduction is not that which
will produce the smallest value of oX from a given number of measurements. Repeatedmeasurementsof the more widely separatedrows would
Iead to a lower standard deviation than does the present procedure. However, the latter gives a more realistic estimate of the reliability of the
measurementsmade on the photograph.
It is clear that the least squares procedure can lead to ridiculous results, zi.e.,to values of the standard deviation oX which are below the
Ieast count of the instrument. In such caseswe have estimated the
standard deviation of X by the formula
(10)
(ox/x)2 : 2M2/L2
where Z is the extreme range covered by the film ( - 120 mm.) and M is
the least count of the instrument. When M:0.05 mm., (oX/X)2-35
X10-t and when M:0.025 mm., (oXf X)2-9X10-8. These provide
reasonablelower limits for the uncertainty in the measurementof X.
3. SnnrNracE CoRREcrroNS
In section 1 we have implied for simplicity that there is a pair of fiducial spots located so that the measurement of their separation S- can be
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made at the angular setting of the measuring device used.for the measurement of x. This is only true in the caseof an orthogonal net set with
one axis along the dial axis. The two fiducial spots along the dial axis will
be measuredat an angular setting do of the measuring device with the engraved line perpendicular to the line joining the spots. The average of the
two measurementsat do and do* 180' we call S_zr.The two fiducial spots
perpendicular to the dial axis (Barnes et at., l95l) are then measured at
angular settings dot 90' with an average value which we call ,Sy. Assuming that the shrinkage is a homogeneousdistortion with principal axes
perpendicularto the edgesof the film, the value of S_ to be used in correcting an X value measuredat an angular setting 6 will then be given by
s-:/@

(11)

rn Table 1 we have assumedthat the averageof two measurementsfor
s., or for sv will be accurateto the least count of the measuringdevice1.e.,
(oS^/ S*)z : 2M' / L2.
In measuringthe angle betweentwo rows on a film, two anglesdr and
dr must be measured.Each of theseanglesis subject to a small correction
for shrinkage.The correctedvalue of 6; is @;f A where
tan a : - (S' - Sy)sin2(dr- oi/l(.s, +sn) * (Sa- Sr,)cos2(d;_ do)] $2)
rn most casesthis correctionwill be of the sameorder of magnitude as the
uncertainty in the measurementof the angle d (section 5). rn all but the
worst casesthe approximate formula
o : - [1s, - S)/(SH f Sr)] sin 2(6t - 6o)

(r2a)

is quite accurateenough.
4. ColrsrNarroN oF OssBnvA.rroNSFRoMTwo on MonB Frr,ns
rf several different observations x; corresponding to the same ,4 are
made on difierent films or on symmetrically equivalent rows on the same
film, the results can be combined as follows. For a siven firm the ratio
X r/ S*o will have a weight a;; given by
l/wt(xt/S^), : I@xi/xt)r -f (aS^r/S^)2|: t/ot

(13)

The most probablevalue of X/S*wilI then be
X/S^: Z(wu/S^)/zw

(14)

with a weight W:2wa, where) implies summation over all observations.
Thus we have

r/w(x/s*),: t/st
Io(x/s^)/(x/s*)1,:

(1s)

The actual calculation is facilitated by recognizing that (X/S^)
- (x r/S^o). Then with @rand o as definedby (13) and (15) respectively.
(16)
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The lower limit of the relative standard deviation of X has already been
given in ( 10), and in section 3 we have estimated (oS*/ S^)2 as 2 (M / L)' .
Thereforeit is clear that a minimum reasonablevalue for expression(15)
is a (M/L)'.
The discussionof sections 2-4 applies equally well to the measurement
of Xo and 5-6 correspondingto the calibration spacing/ o. The number of
films measuredfor calibration purposesshould be sufficient to reduce the
value of the expression(15) below the limit 4 (M/L)', and this has been
assumedin Table 1, but it is not profitable to go beyond this number of
measurements.
5. Ennon rN rHE l\IB.qsunnuBNr oI ANGLE
Two types of angular measurementscan be made with the Buerger
precessioncamera: (i) anglesbetween nets, and (ii) anglesbetweenrows
in a net.
Measurements of type (i) are made on the dial axis of the precession
camera (calibratedto 5') and dependfor their accuracyon the precision
with which a given net can be set parallel to the film. Experience shows
that under the best conditionsa missettingof the order of 0.2 mm. on the
film can be detected,correspondingto about 3' in angle. Thus allowing for
a Ieast count of 2.5' the best accuracy to be achieved for a single angular
setting will be about 4/. The measurementof angle will then be accurate
to about 5' or 6'. In any given experiment the investigator must estimate
for himself the accuracy which he has been able to achieve in setting the
two nets whose angular separation is to be measured. We have been unable to devisea reasonablemethod for the statistical analysis of this error'
Measurementsof type (ii) are made on the film using the measuring device described above. This is provided with a circle calibrated to 5'. Independent measurementsof the direction of a given family of rows may
be made on the individual rows and also on these rows with the film
holder rotated through 180'. The accuracy with which the device may be
set parallel to a given set of rows dependsvery critically on the size of the
crystal and the spots which it produces and also on the accuracy of the
setting of the net. We have found standard deviations for a single setting
as high as 17'in the worst casewe have met, but in the best casesmeasurements can be repeated to the least count. It is recommendedthat
sufficient number of settings be made to establish a statistical estimate
for the standard deviation of a single setting.
6. Ennon rN RBoucrroN ol DATA FRoMA Srxcrn NBr ro
CBr-r-DrlrerqstoNs
It must be noted that quantity A ol Eqs (1)-(3) is a lattice translation o only if the two reciprocal nets which produce the rows in the pre-
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cessionphotograph are perpendicular to the plane of the photograph. If
they make an angle 1 with this plane then
':

A
.i";

G7)

and we must calculate the error in o from
(oa/a)z:

(oA/A),

|

(oa)z/tanz x

(18)

in which the last term is negligible for anglesnear 90o. It may be too that
the angle 1 is not directly measured and that sin 1 must be calculated
from other angles. In such casesthe error analysis for the formula used
must be carried out. Even though it may be necessaryto use the exact
formula for the calculation, the error analysis in terms of the exact formula may be cumbersome.fn such casesthe approximations for triclinic
formulae discussedelsewhereprove useful (Patterson,1952).
7. Drscussrou
Examination of the column of Table 1 correspondingto equation (1)
indicates that provided the manufacturing accuracy and adjustment is
maintained a fractional accuracyof 20XI0-4 can be expectedin the measurement of a high quality film without calibration. This is to be compared with the figure of 20-30X10-a given by Evans (1949) and by
Barnes and his coworkers (1951). When a careful calibration has been
carried out and equation (2) or (3) can be used, errors respectively equal
to 12 or 14X 10-4can be expectedwith the 0.10 mm. vernier and 6.3-8.9
X 10-4 with the 0.05 mm. vernier. The contribution of the wave lensth
error is much more important with the more accurate venier.
If all lattice trarrslations are measured with approximately the same
fractional accuracy, the contribution to the fractional error in a bond
length by the errors in the lattice parameters will be approximately equal
to the error in the lattice parameters. Thus a fractional error of I2Xt0-4
in these parameters would correspond to an error in a carbon single bond
of about 0.002 A so that cell parameters determined on the precession
camera will in general be adequate for all but the most precise structure
analyses.
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